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ABSTRACT

It has been suggested that the incorporation of active
solid state devices into the elements of an antenna may lead
to the simplification of the overall microwave system and at
the same time to a reduction in size, power and weight re-
quirements. This paper will discuss several approaches to
a study of the microwave properties of a slotted antenna ele-
ment shunted by a tunnel diode biased into its negative con-
ductance region. The first approach involves calculation of
the lumped parameter equivalent circuit of the slot amplifier
system at resonance and can be extended to determination of
the gain bandwidth and noise performance of the device, where-
as the second approach is concerned with the admittance of the
slot and the diode as a function of frequency over a wide fre-
quency range. The latter method of analysis successfully pre-
dicts the conditions of oscillftion and amplification at funda-
mental as well as higher frequency resonances and leads to a
method for stabilization of the system. Preliminary experi-
mental results indicate a transmission gain of 21 db at 2.7
kmc with a Hughes Number PC-3 GaAs tunnel diode in the slot
amplifier. A d f.ifnt rl.'.o ot ;o e o ea.nc tvpe res,:ted n ar
amplifier wi,,h a 3 db band,,idtr oZ :£ mrgaccles and a gai"
of 16 db at a cFnt'ar freq.,e:y of 2.7 kilonegacvcle'.



I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, amplification techniques and devices
available to the systems designer have been steadily improved to the
point where the concept of low noise amplification within the elements
of an antenna could be translated into a workable system. Several sys-
temsl, 2 reported in the literature have demonstrated the feasibility of
obtaining parametric amplification and conversion gain by the use of
solid state diodes integrated into the antenna configuration; thus ampli-
fication occurs in the region of reception and transmission losses which
degrade system performance are eliminated. These devices have been
used with log periodic arrays and cylindrical wire antennas. This paper
describes the application of an amplification technique which uses the
negative conductance of a tunnel diode in a linear magnetic radiator,
namely the waveguide endplate slot antenna. 3,4 An interesting property
of the endplate slot is that when it is operated at resonance it can be
used with slight adjustment to couple all of the energy in the incident
wave out into space, or it can provide unity coupling to another wave-
guide. Thus, by placing a negative conductance element within the slot,
one can obtain transmission gain through the slot for the case of electro-
magnetic radiation coupled to the waveguide from space or from another
waveguide. Due to the bilateral nature of the slot-diode system, one ob-
tains gain for waves incident on the slot from either direction; but in ad-
dition, the presence of the diode within the otherwise matched slot pro-
duces a mismatch and an attendant reflection coefficient greater than
unity in the direction of incidence. In many applications such as a wave-
guide line amplifier, the large reflected component of the wave can again
reflect from regions of impedance mismatch and give rise to feedback
oscillations unless proper isolation is used; but for the antenna receiving
application, the wave reflected from the slot is radiated into space, thus
eliminating one source of instability. This ultimately results in a re-
duction of the available gain by approximately 3 db, but provides a con-
siderable weight and space saving by the elimination of the need for a
circulator and at least one isolator.
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II. THEORY

WAVEGUIDE ENDPLATE SLOT

Tunnel Diode in an Endplate Slot

Consider the antenna system formed by placing a tunnel diode at
the center of a horizontal centered slot cut in an infinite endplate which
terminates a waveguide supporting the TEJO mode, as shown in Figure 1.
Stevenson 5 has shown that transverse broadwall slots present a series
impedance to the dominant mode in the guide and can be* represented by
an equivalent circuit consisting of a lumped inductance, a lumped capaci-
tance and a radiation resistance all in parallel at the frequency of reso-
nance of the slot. Watson 6 has shown that if the waveguide is terminated
by a thin perfect conductor and the series slot is moved from the broad
wall to the center of the endplate, then the slot retains its parallel reso-
nant equivalent circuit and the slot impedance is now the terminating im-
pedance for the waveguide. Thus the slot presents a parallel impedance
to the dominant mode in the guide. This is illustrated in Figures Za, Zb,
2c, 2d. In this anaiysis we are concerned with the impedance which the
slot and waveguide system presents to the terminals of the tunnel diode
at the center of the slot. In other words, it is important to deduce the
relationship between the wave impedance of the slot as seen from the in-
put end'* of the waveguide and the driving point impedance of the slot as
seen from a pair of terminals placed near the centers of the long walls
of the slot (see Figure 2c, ad). Thus the endplate slot acts simultane-
ously as a resonant circuit and an impedance transformer. Derivation
of this impedance transformation ratio will be done in a later section.

The microwave equivalent circuit of the tunnel diode has been de-
scribed in the literature by several authors 7 , 8 and is shown in Figure 3a
where the negative conductance is determined by the d-c current-voltage
characteristics of the diode shown in Figure 3b. By placing the tunnel
diode across the slot (terminals ZZ') one obtains the equivalent circuit
shown in Figure 4a. If the waveguide is terminated by a constant cur-
rent generator with an internal impedance equal to Z , the characteristic
impedance of the waveguide for the dominant mode, te equivalent circuit
of the system referred to the center of the slot is given by Figure 4b near
the frequency of resonance of the slot. At frequencies far removed from
resonance this equivalent circuit is not valid. This, then, is the circuit
describing a transmission amplifier and it is easily converted to the re-
ceiving amplifier by transposing the constant current generator to the

* In the equivalent circuits presented here which refer to a wave-
guide input it is assumed that the input terminals are referred to the
plane of the slot.

3
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position of rs . Thus, a wave incident on the slot from the right will in-
duce a current in the system across terminals ZZ' and the magnitude of
this current will be determined in part by the absorption cross section
of the slot. Figure 4c demonstrates the lumped parameter equivalent
circuit for the receiving amplifier and the feasibility of increasing the
source and load currents by means of the negative conductance which is
transformed by the reactive network to terminals ZZ'.

The preceding qualitative lumped parameter equivalent circuit
analysis has been presentea in order to provide the reader with some
physical insight into the amplificatory behavior of this device and is
based largelyon heuristic arguments. The equivalent circuit for the
slot is valid only near resonance, and the presence of an obstruction
such as a tunnel diode in the center of the slot provides a sufficient
lumped reactance to alter the resonant frequency of the system. If the
dimensions of the diode become appreciable with respect to slot wave-
length the fields will be distorted and the equivalent circuit parameters
will be altered.

In view of the fact that the circuit is valid only over a narrow fre-
quency range and must be changed for each higher order resonance of the
device, it is of limited usefulness for determining stability conditions over
a wide range of frequency. However, the lumped parameter equivalent cir-
cuit can be used to estimate the gain bandwidth product of the system.

Properties of the Resonant Endplate Slot Terminating a Waveguide

Stevenson 9 has shown that for the case of a slot in one wall of an
infinite (terminated) waveguide the voltage amplitude, P, at the center
of the slot near resonance is related to the amplitude A of an incident
TE 1 0 wave by the formula

P/A = /Ka (1)

where and K are complex dimensionless quantities defined in equations
(2) and (3) below and a is the broadwall dimension o- the waveguide.

_X/4 o k dg (2)

where f(g)/a denotes the component of H along the slot at the point in
an H0 1 (TE 1 0 ) wave of unit amplitude traveling in the positive Z-direction.

Re(K) = -73/60w - (y/2) 1I 2  (endplate slot only) (3a)

Re(K) = y ~ 2 (guide to guide endpia-'e coupliz.g slot) (3b)

where y = 1/ - Z kUab, k = 2-rr/k, U = kg = 2ir/k., and b is the height of
the guide.

7
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Figure 4b. Equivalent circuit of tunnel diode slot transmission amplifier
including matched generator at waveguide input.
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Figure 4c. Equivalent circuit of tunnel diode receiving amplifier.
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The amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves in the guide
generated by the voltage induced in the slot are given by

B/P = /rkUb (4)

C/P = /w 2 kUb (for guide to guide case only)

where the star denotes the complex conjugate.

Applying these equations to the case of the waveguide terminated
by an endplate slot one finds that the wave reflected from the endplate
consists of two components. One component is due to the endplate in
the absence of the slot and the other due to the presence of the slot.
Thus, if the amplitude of the incident wave is A and the reflection co-
efficient of the plate is -1, one obtains for the reflected component
from (1) and(3).

B' -A + B = -A (I - (5a)

or

F-= = _I + (5b)

where Fis the reflection coefficient of the system at the plane of the slot.

The impedance of the endplate slot normalized to the waveguide is
then defined by

_ -30 (6)
Z - 2K - 73

Consider now an endplate containing a slot of length ZL and width
2E with its center displaced by x o from the narrow wall of the guide and
oriented at an angle e relative to the broadwall (see Figure 5a). Letting
the X axis be parallel to the broadwall, one obtains from Stevenson's
solution for the fields in the guide the magnetic component Hx.

Hx = j - U0 1 ) sin -- (7)

The component of H along the slot then has the form

9



2.11~ ~ 2 co l) si (x°0+ cooe)l

Sc 2 sin( X 'co) 0 (8)

where the factor 2 in front of H is to account for the incident and reflected
fields at the endplate. Combining equations (8) and (2), one obtains

U0I ~ sin(7)cs(- - cs )os
Sj4Tr k Cos 0 Zcos (9)

For the centered horizontal endplate slot the parameters xo and 6 have
the values xo  a/2, 0 -, 0, and the function 4 is given by

U cos - cos sin
i j4r 01 4a -4 1r 2. (10)

S ) cos i

where sin i = X/2a and cos i = X/Xg = U 0 1/k.

In general, the endplate function I 12 has the form

1 r2 Cs2 1Cs2 0sn2 iro x0Cos 2(-!sin i cos 016w cos i cos 0 sin acs~ i oe2 I 
-a2-

I - sin i Cos 01 (11)

The normalized impedance of the centered horizontal endplate slot thus
becomes

16ir Z Cs2 iO2(T si i)

a 30 s I 2 csi 1
73 wkUab Cos 4

2.09 b i3. Cos 2 sin (12)
Cos 1

10



The preceding analysis can be extended to the more general case of a
displaced rotated endplate slot by the use of equations (9) and (6). (While
this analysis is not new it appears in the literature in sufficiently am-
biguous form as to require restatement here.)

Thus it is apparent that the slot presents an impedance at the ref-
erence plane of the waveguide given by

Zin Zn g _ (13)

where Zg is the characteristic impedance of the guide for the dominant
mode of propagation and Zin is the waveguide input impedance.

Hence the slot behaves as an impedance transformer which trans-
forms the driving point impedance of the resonant slot radiating into a
half space (2Rs) into the input impedance given by (13) above. This im-
pedance transformation ratio, 2, is defined as the quotient of the input
impedance Z. and the slot impedance 2R .

ins

2 zin2 ,1

(2-r3 .4L g(4

where K = Re(K) = -

R (120wr) 2 = (15)Rs 4 x 73

for a halfwave resonant slot.*

An equivalent circuit representation of this transformer is given
in Figure 5b. If the waveguide is terminated in a matched load, the im-
pedance presented to the driving point of the slot due to this load is given
by

Z = g 2 K -Y 2 R 1 6
-s-- ____ Z R 2q-- (16)

, PutmanlO has shown that experimental values for the driving
point impedance of resonant slots are centered about 350 ohms, and that
the spacing of the centered driving points has a pronounced influence on
this impedance.

11
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Since this impedance is in parallel with the slot radiation resistance,
2R., the total driving point admittance of the resonant endplate slot
coupled to a matched waveguide is found to be

1 1 = I I + LY 2 10± (27

5 = / 1 - 1

By applying conservation of power to the guide to guide mutual
endplate slot, i. e., the resonant transverse iris, the driving point im-
pedance of the slot radiating in one direction is found to be equal to

2(377) = 21/yj1 2  (18)zslot - 1flz

If the resonant slot feeds a matched guide, all of the energy inci-
dent on the slot is transmitted and the input impedance is equal to Zg.
Therefore, a transformation ratio (41)2 can be defined by**

2 (K E) Z = g 2 (19)

2\= / g

(see Figure 6a). Thus the matched load Zg transforms into the slot as
Zg/(2P)Z. Adding this transformed impedance to that of the diode, ZD,
one gets

z z 1 + (20)

Transforming back to the input yields the input impedance, Z in, or ad-
mittance Yin

Z in = ( $2 i + Z g 2

or Y 2y Yz ~D .(1

in W T + Yg Yg 2 +)

By assuming a wave of unit amplitude incident on the slot one can
compute the power incident on the slot, the power reflected from the slot,
and the power transmitted through the slot as well as the voltage induced
at the center of the slot. Then equating the transmitted power in terms
of the slot voltage and impedance to the net power in the dominant mode
equation (18) obtains.

** The equality of p' and 6 appears to arise from the approximation
underlying the results of Stevenson, i.e., that the field configurations on
either side of the slot are independent of each other.

13



Equation (21) is an approximation relating the measured waveguide in-
put admittance to the admittance of the diode in the waveguide slot. It
is understood here that the transformation ratio (0)2:1 relates the driv-
ing point impedance of the unobstructed guide-to-guide coupling slot to
the input impedance of the waveguide. Any change in boundary conditions
at the slot such as the presence of the diode or a change in guide height
will alter this transformation ratio. However, if the circuit is analyzed
from the viewpoint that the tunnel diode located at the center of the slot
"sees" a constant currente generator of internal impedance Z /(0l)2 on
the left and a load of impedance equal to Zg/(0')Z on the righf, where
(0,)2 is the true impedance transformation ratio, then the circuit shown
in Figure 6b will adequately represent the system, provided 4 is re-
placed by 4'. Two problems preclude a complete analysis of the equiv-
alent circuit of the slot tunnel diode guide-to-guide coupler. The first
of these is based on the fact that at resonance it is difficult to compute
the exact transformation ratio (4,)2, and the second arises because it
is difficult to determine the transformation ratio at frequencies re-
moved from the fundamental slot resonance.

As a consequence of the above analysis, the conclusion was drawn
that ordinary waveguide measurements made on endplate slots and guide-
to-guide coupling slots containing negative resistance diodes would yield
information which could not be readily correlated with theory at frequen-
cies off resonance. Moreover, at resonance the theory could be evaluated
only by means of a parameter 4' which in turn was not simply deduceable
from experiment because of the properties of negative impedances. How-
ever, the form of the equivalent circuit obtained should be amenable to
gain and noise analyses. In the next section a method of analysis is pre-
sented which qualitatively predicts the behavior of diode slot systems and
is applicable to waveguide slot systems as well as slots in infinite con-
ducting planes.

ADMITTANCE ANALYSIS

Admittance Analysis of Tunnel Diode Slot Systems

An evaluation of equations (17) and (18), which describe the driving
point impedance of an endplate slot and a guide-to-guide coupling slot
respectively, shows that the driving point radiation resistances of the
slot radiating into a half-space and into a matched waveguide differ by
approximately 7 percent for the case where X = 1.4a and a = 2b (typical
values for these waveguide parameters). For example, for the first
case the driving point impedance is, from (17), Z s = 450Q, while for
the second case one gets Z. = 420 . If the slot radiates into free
space on both sides, the result becomes Z s = Rs = 487Q from (15).
Apparently here the role of the environment of the slot is to determiie
the degree of coupling of thle slot field to the boundaries and has little
effect on the resonant frequencfr of the slot. Therefore, one might

14
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expect that the admittance properties of all slot geometries will show
similar behavior as a function of frequency with the exception that the
conductance of the guide-to-guide coupling slot will exceed that of the
endplate slot by 7 percent.

In the light of this information, it was concluded that the driving
point behavior of a resonant slot radiating endwise into two matched
waveguides would be quite similar to that of a resonant slot cut in an
infinite conducting plane and radiating into space. Hence an admittance
analysis of the free space slot-diode systems should predict qualita-
tively the behavior of the waveguide endplate diode slot and the guide-
to-guide slot diode coupler systems as a function of frequency.

Calculation of the Driving Point Admittance of a Resonant Slot Cut in an
Infinite Conducting Plane

By using an application of Babinet's principle it can be shown
that the radiation (driving point) impedance of a strip dipole and its slot
complement are reciprocally related by the expression

z 0 (22)
4 Zw

where Zo = 120r, Z s is the impedance of the slot and Zw is the imped-
ance of a strip dipole of the same shape and size as the slot. This re-
lationship is not restricted to resonance conditions; hence if the imped-
ance of the strip dipole is known as a function of frequency, then one can
calculate the corresponding complementary slot impedance as a function
of frequency. The slot admittance can be calculated from (22) by inserting
the equation

4
Y =_4 Z (23)s (Zo0) w

where Ys is the driving point admittance of the slot.

One point to be considered here is that the usual tabulations of im-
pedance data presented by King1 2 and others have been obtained from
calculations based on wire antennas of circular cross section, whereas
the complement of a slotted antenna is flat strip. Hallen 1 3 has shown
that if the flat strip antenna has a width equal to W then it is equivalent
in cross section to a wire of radius

w
a =--(24)

16



Since impedance data is usually tabulated for various values of the ratio
of antenna length to diameter (Zh/2a), this aspect parameter for the slot
complement can be written as

h 4h
a W2

where 2h is the slot length and W is the slot width. The thickness -

length parameter is sometimes described by the function

21n _h (26)a

The equivalent qimension parameter h/a or Q for the slot is thus cal-
culated from (24) or (25) and is used to select the appropriate tabulated
wire dipole impedance data from Kingl 4 . This impedance data is then
converted by means of equation (23) into slot admittance data.

The device used in this experiment contained a slot of length
2.25 inches and of width 0.030 inch. Thus, from equations (25) and (26),
the thickness to length parameters were found to be h/a = 150 and 0 =
Un (2h/a) = 11.4. Returning to the dipole data given by King, it was
concluded that the resistance and reactance of a wire dipole of thickness
to length ratio (h/a) equal to 122.4 was sufficiently accurate for use in
evaluation of the slot admittance near the first resonance. Taking the
real and imaginary parts of equation (23), the slot conductance and sus-
ceptance were computed from the relations

RW
s 35,476

(27)
B X W

s 35,476

where R and X are the real and imaginary parts of the dipole imped-
ance, and G and Bs are the conductance and susceptance of the slot re-
spectively. The admittance data thus obtained is shown as a function of
frequency in Figures 7a and 7b. Comparison of these graphs of the cal-
culated slot conductance and slot susceptance as a function of frequency
with measured values of slot resistance and reactance as a function of
frequency obtained by Putman indicates that the theoretical and experi-
mental curves have the same general form but differ slightly in scale
factor. For example, the calculated conductance of the slot at resonance
(X/2) is 2 x 10-3 mho and is somewhat smaller than a value of 2.8 x 10-3
mho measured at lower frequencies by Putman. This discrepancy between

17
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theoretical and empirical values of resonant slotadmittance has been
discussed by Baileyl 5 who concludes that these values may differ by
20 percent barring experimental inaccuracies and driving point effects.
The purpose of this comparison has been to show that the driving point
admittance as a function of frequency of a slot cut in an infinite con-
ducting plane can be qualitatively predicted by means of the preceding
computational steps. Moreover, the results of the calculation should
be sufficiently accurate to enable prediction of the shifted resonance
frequencies and the net driving point conductances which will result
when a microwave tunnel diode is placed across the center of the slot.

Conductance Transformation of a Tunnel Diode

If now a semiconductor diode, such as a tunnel diode, is placed
at the feed terminals of the slot, the frequencies of resonance and the
total conductance of the system at these resonance frequencies can be
determined by superimposing the diode conductance and susceptance on
the graphs of slot conductance and susceptance with the signs reversed.
The resonance frequencies would, therefore, occur whenever, the diode
susceptance and the slot susceptance intersected.

In order to plot the diode susceptance and conductance in con-
formity with the foregoing scheme, one must firdt transform the equiva-
lent circuit of the diode. By neglecting the series inductance of the tun-
nel diode equivalent circuit one obtains a three-element circuit which
can be conveniently reduced to two elements (see Figure 8). Since the
impedances of both circuits are equal, one can write

Zi - jWCI GIZR+ 1 (28)Z' -I Z R+ja C -G

The resistive cutoff frequency w w(rnax) occurs when Real Z(w) = 0.
Solving for w max yields

fmax 2G - __ 1 (29)

where for later use we define a = f/f max = W/w max. (30)

By equating the real and imaginary parts of (28) one obtains

C1 = C (31)
(1 - RG) +W R C

_C =-G + RG' + w2 C 2 R- lGG)' +=RG 2 (32)
(I -RG) +W

19
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Using equation (29) and (30) to eliminate the capacitance C from the de-
nominator of equation (31) for C' and from the numerator and denominator
of equation (32) for -G' yields

1 1I' = - R (33)
G(1 - )

C' = CC1 = (34)
(1 - RG)(1 - RG + aRG)

For frequencies far below cutoff a.=.- I and

1 11- - R (35)

C
C 1 -- (36)(1 - RG) 2

A typical calculation performed on the Sylvania D4115 B Tunnel Diode
indicates that at low frequencies the negative resistance and the capaci-
tance of the diode are given approximately by

1 -264 o '

36.4 or G 2.74 x 10 2mhos
_737

C' 7pf for w -c 19 x 10
9 w mwmax (37)

Plots of diode conductance, G', and susceptance, -wC', are shown
in Figures 7a and 7b superimposed on the calculated values of slot con-
ductance G and susceptance B. In addition, the estimated conductance
and susceptance of the Hughes point contact Gallium Arsenide (PC-23)
tunnel diode are shown on the same figures for comparison.

It is apparent from a study of Figures 7a and 7b that at resonance
the Sylvania tunnel diode cannot provide stable amplification because the
negative conductance of the diode greatly exceeds the slot conductance,
and will, therefore, give rise to large amplitude oscillations. Similarly
in the case of the Hughes diode (PC-23) at resonance the negative con-
ductance slightly exceeds the positive conductance and gives rise to
oscillations.
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Admittance Transformation Within the Slot

In order to stabilize the diode-slot system, some technique must
be used to effect a transformation of the slot conductance and/or sus-
ceptance presented to the diode so that either the resulting conductance
at resonance is positive or the resonant frequencies of the system are
shifted into regions where the net conductances are non-negative. Several
techniques are available which will cause the admittance presented to the
diode to change. The first of these is the impedance or admittance trans-
formation obtained when a dipole is fed asymmetrically. It can be shown
that if the voltage distribution of an infinitesimally thin resonant slot an-
tenna is independent of feed position, then the driving point resistance at
resonance as a function of feed position is given by

R(d) = Rs [sin -M 2  (38)

where R s - 480Q is the radiation resistance of the half-wavelength slot
when center fed at resonance, d is the position of the feed from one end
of the slot, and 21 is the slot length. Inversion of equation (38) yields
the resonant conductance of the slot as a function of feed position

Gs(d) = R sin (39)

It is apparent that the conductance presented to the diode at slot reso-
nance can vary from approximately 2 x 10-3 mho with the diode at the
center of the slot to oo mho with the diode at the end of the slot (for a
thick slot the conductance at the end of the slot is finite).

According to Kingl 7 the input impedance of an asymmetrically
fed antenna is equal to the sum of the impedance of two antennas of dif-
ferent and quite arbitrary lengths. This conclusion is based on the evi-
dence that the current distribution in each part of the antenna is largely
independent of the other part. The antenna impedances under considera-
tion here are half impedances calculated on the basis of center fed an-
tennas of half lengths equal to the lengths of the asymmetrical elements.
These half impedances are directly obtained from the impedance data
computed for center fed elements by merely dividing the resistance and
reactance by two. In fact the same impedance plot suffices to describe
the impedance of these elements of dissimilar length provided the fre-
quency scale on the abcissa of the data is adjusted to account for the
different lengths. Thus, for an antenna fed near one end, one adds half
of the impedance of a vanishingly small antenna to half the impedance of
an antenna of almost twice the length of the total antenna. Further analy-
sis of this system indicates that below resonance the effect of shifting the
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feed to one end is to increase the driving point impedance of the wire
antenna. In a similar manner one finds that the admittance of a slot fed
near one end is a large quantity near resonance for the slot. Moreover,
this method of analysis of asymmetrical feeding of slots indicates that
the net susceptance of the slot does not remain constant as one moves
the driving point of the slot.

The conclusion drawn from the analysis of impedance transforma-
tion due to a shift in the driving point of the endplate slot is that for a
given driving point (diode) location it is possible, using King's technique,
to compute the driving point conductance and susceptance presented to
the diode. However, if one requires the complete admittance behavior
as a function of frequency for all slot positions, the data manipulation
would require computer processing and plotting. In addition, the results
would not possess a high degree of accuracy for determining system reso-
nance frequencies because of the absence of susceptance data describing
the local field perturbation due to the diode package within the slot.

A second technique for altering the slot admittance involves the
use of a lumped admittance element placed within the slot. For example,
by placing a rod through a hole cut in one wall of the slot, one can pro-
duce an obstacle within the slot whose behavior will be analogous to that
of an obstacle in a waveguide. It has been experimentally determined
that a slot which is resonant at 4 kmc can be suitably loaded by an ob-
stacle so that it resonates at a frequency below 3 kmc. By applying
Babinet's principle to cylindrical antennas it is observed that lengthen-
ing a half-wave dipole makes it more inductive whereas lengthening a
half-wavelength slot makes it more capacitive and shortening it makes
it more inductive. Therefore, a slot cut to resonate at a given frequency
will be inductive below resonance. Introduci. a an obstacle which in-
completely fills the slot and provides the required amount of capacitance
will restore the condition of resonance. It is thus apparent that by re-
ducing the length of the slot one can shift the slot resonances to higher
frequencies; then by placing a variable shunt capacitance at the center
of the slot one can tune the slot in order to bring the fundamental reso-
nance of the slot back to its original frequency. As a result of this ma-
nipulation the fundamental resonance will be unchanged, but all higher
frequency resonances will be shifted to new frequencies, some higher
and some lower than before. Furthermore, the resonant conductance
of the slot will be reduced by this adjustment.

Returning to Figure 7, it is seen that the presence of a lumped
capacitance due to the diode or another obstacle at the center of the slot
will shift the first resonance of the system to a lower frequency than one
would obtain in the absence of capacitive loading. Therefore, if ampli-
fication is required at a given frequency, the slot must be designed so
that the first resonance, after loading, falls at this frequency and all other
resonances occur at frequencies where the net conductances of the system
are positive. In order to avoid a detailed cut and try procedure, it is
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possible to provide the slot with a variable capacitance at the center to
facilitate tuning to resonance. Another useful variable parameter is the
tunnel diode bias voltage. By carefully controlling this voltage, the diode
conductance can be varied from its maximum negative value through zero
to a positive value. Thus by manipulating a variable capacitance and the
diode bias voltage, it is possible to tune an appropriately selected diode
slot system into the condition of oscillation or of stable amplification.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

SLOT AMPLIFIER

The theoretical analysis presented earlier in this paper yielded
insight into the behavior of tunnel diode slot amplifiers located in infinite
conducting plates, but no concise theoretical development was obtained
which would predict the behavior of the waveguide slot-diode amplifier
system over a wide range of frequency. On the basis of experimental
results presented by Watson1 7 it was observed that the normalized ad-
mittance of slots cut in waveguide was quite similar to that of slots in
an infinite conducting plane with the exception of a scale factor over a
wide range of frequency. Hence it was concluded that the stability analy-
sis of the "free space" slot-diode system also applied approximately to
the waveguide endplate slot-diode and guide-to-guide slot-diode coupler
systems. Therefore, the experiment which was chosen to test the theo-
retical hypotheses expounded earlier included the guide-to-guide endplate
mutual coupling slot. This resulted in the simplest experimental config-
uration in which the slot would still manifest many of the properties of an
antenna and at the same time eliminated the need for an anechoic room.

The experimental apparatus consisted of an S-band signal genera-
tor coupled into a slotted line through a directional coupler and a 20-db
waveguide attenuator, and an S-band spectrum analyzer connected by
means of a 40-db stripline isolator and a variable waveguide attenuator
to the opposite end of the slotted line (see Figure 9). In practice, the
endplate slot containing the tunnel diode was inserted between the slotted
line and the variable attenuator and the apparatus was adjusted to produce
stable amplification. The slotted plate was then removed from the ap-
paratus and the attenuator setting was changed to bring the transmitted
signal back up to its previous value. The difference in these attenuator
settings thus yielded the insertion gain of the system. In essence this
method of measurement compares the transmissivity of the slot ampli-
fier with that of a passive resonant slot since the resonant slot will pre-
sent a normalized conductance of unity to the incident wave in the guide.

The endplate apparatus shown in Figure 10 was originally designed
to resonate unloaded at 2.7 kmc. However, the loading of the diode de-
pressed the resonant frequency below the range of measurement of the
apparatus. In the experiment performed in the laboratory, a second slot-
ted endplate (designed to resonate above 4 kmc unloaded) with a movable
obstacle in the slot was placed adjacent to and in contact with the semi-
bifurcated endplate containing the tunnel diode. By varying the position
of the obstacle as well as the diode bias, a condition of resonance was
encountered at which the slot exhibited transmission gains of 8, 16 and
21 db in the neighborhood of 2.7 kmc with different diodes, and a 3-db
bandwidth of 21 megacycles was observed for the amplifier with a cen-
ter frequency gain of 16 db. The frequency response plot is shown in
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Figure 10. Solid state antenna configuration.
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Figure 11. It was assumed at that time that the inductance furnished
by the second endplate was sufficient to shift the first resonance into
a frequency region where the slot conductance exceeded the diode nega-
tive conductance. However, the auxiliary slot shortened the original
slot containing the diode thus elevating its resonant frequency and in-
fluencing the positions of all system resonances in some manner as
well as the conductance of the system as a function of frequency. It is
obvious from the amplifying behavior of the system that this technique
does not shift any higher resonances into negatively conducting regions;
otherwise the power gain of the system at the first resonance would be
negligible.

SLOT OSCILLATOR

During the course of the experimentation on active slot elements,
it was observed that when a diode (Sylvania D4115 B) was located off
center and suitably biased, the slot system would radiate a -38 dbm
microwave signal in the neighborhood of 3 kmc. This frequency was
dependent on slot position as well as bias voltage, but the amplitude
was essentially independent of these conditions over a wide range of
frequency. When a low level signal (-60 dbm) from the microwave
signal generator was fed into the system it was observed that if the
two signals were a fraction of a megacycle apart the oscillator would
lock onto the incoming signal. This behavior was amplitude depend-
ent, since very weak signals would not "pull" the oscillator, and very
strong ones would give rise to harmonic generation and mixing.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

It is beyond the scope of this paper to analyze in detail the complete
frequency dependence of system admittance because of a lack of adequate
data describing the electrical parameters of the experimental tunnel di-
odes used in the experiment and because of the limited accuracy of the
values of slot admittances which are based on theoretical wire dipole im-
pedance calculations. However, the analysis and the results presented
thus far indicate that if the conductance and susceptance of a tunnel diode
are known over a wide frequency range it is possible to design a slot en-
vironment which will insure stable system behavior. Also, the varia-
bility of the diode admittance as a function of bias voltage provides a
method for adjustment of the system. The equivalent circuits are pre-
sented in a form suitable for gain bandwidth and noise analyses, but no
attempt has been made here to optimize the performance of the device.

The experimental work conducted on the project to date has been
conducted entirely within a waveguide system. On the basis of the ob-
served behavior it is expected that similar results will be obtained when
the active slot elements are tested as antenna elements which couple to
"space." It is anticipated that in the amplifier case a multiple element
active array will require isolation devices between elements to prevent
feedback oscillation from occurring.

The results presented indicate that the "solid state antenna" con-
cept may play a significant role in future radar systems. The diode slot
amplifier can be used in an amplifying array in which the phase shift of
each-element is controlled by the diode bias voltage or by means of a
varactor diode shunting the tunnel diode. On the other hand, the be-
havior of the slot-oscillator indicates the possibility of using an array
of tunnel diode slot oscillators backed by a common cavity as a short
range solid state transmitting antenra. These slot devices are com-
pact and require a minimum of waveguide circuitry and in some instan-
ces can be used to convert directly from a microwave frequency to a low
radio frequency by using the tunnel diode as an autodyne down converter.
By backing the slot amplifier with a suitable resonant cavity, it may be
used in conjunction with a circulator to form a reflection amplifier, and
by cascading slot amplifiers and isolators it should be possible to pro-
duce a slotted traveling wave amplifier.
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